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1. Introduction
The integral inequality (6) of [1], which extends Blackwell's theorem 2, [2],

has in turn been generalized by Hodges and Lehmann, [3, lemma 3.1], who con-
sider a k-dimensional, vector valued functionf and replace the absolute s-th power
with a real valued, convex function ,6 on k (Euclidean k-space). Now, both
Blackwell and the present author showed in [1, theorem, p. 281] and in the para-
graph following lemma [2, p. 107] that their integral inequalities are consequences
of the fact that the integrands satisfy the same inequalities almost everywhere. On the
other hand, Hodges and Lehmann prove their integral inequality directly (except
when conditional probabilities exist almost everywhere as measures), and so there
is raised the question of whether or not that inequality is likewise a consequence
of an almost everywhere inequality between the integrands. It is the purpose of
this note to prove, in the theorem below, that this is indeed the case. Thus, in par-
ticular, it is shown that the assertions in [3, section 3] concerning risk functions
follow because the same assertions can be made almost everywhere concerning
"convex" loss functions.

2. Preliminaries
Let Q be a space of points x; I a a-field of subsets of Q; and ui, a probability

measure on q. Let t be a function on Q2 to a space r of points T; T, a a-field of sub-
sets of r; and T-'- a sub-a-field of q- the inverse of Tunder t. Let v denote the
measure on T defined by v(A) = i[t-1(A)].

Let f be an q-measurable, M-integrable function on Q to Euclidean k-space,
ek. Finally, let i, be a (finite) real valued, convex function on ek. It follows that #
is continuous [4, p. 19]; we assume that E[4t(f)] exists.

Conditional expectation with respect to the function t will be indicated in the
usual way; for example, E(f l *). Also, let us agree to denote by [h]A the range of a
function h over a subset A of its domain.

The heart of the theorem below is the following
LEMMA. Let S6 be as above, and let h be a 7-measurable function on r to r. Let

A E T be a set of positive v-measure such that for T E A we have 4[h(T)1 > a.
Then there exists a 7-subset B C A, with v(B) > 0, such that for all y in the con-

vex hull of [h]B we have /(y) > a.
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The convex hull of a set in gk is the smallest convex set containing the given set.
To prove the lemma, consider the set

R= IyEgkj ,(y) >a}.

Since P is continuous, R is open and so is representable as the union of denumer-
ably many, nonoverlapping cells:

R= iUYJi .

The sets h-'(Ji) are all T-sets and nonoverlapping, and since A is a subset of their
union, we have

A = Y[Anh'- (Ji)];
consequently,

v(A) Ev[Anh-1 (Ji)]
i=1

Since v(A) > 0, at least one of the terms in the sum on the right must be positive,
say the first. Thus, the subset B = A n h-1(J1) of A is a T-set and has positive
v-measure. Moreover, [k]B C Ji, and since Ji is convex, the convex hull of [h]B is
likewise a subset of J1. But J, lies entirely in R, so that for all y E J1 we have
4(y) > a. A fortiori the same is true for the convex hull of [k]B, and the proof is
complete.

Notice that only the continuity of the function P has been used for the lemma.
Observe also that since # is continuous we can assert that for all y in the closure
of the convex hull of [h]B we have 4'(y) _ a. This remark will be used below.

3. The result

Let us begin by noting that for a set B E T, with v(B) > 0, we have

f-X(B) , [t-1 (B) l f (B)t- I (B) B~~~~v(B

and

41I(B) [t-(B) E[() (B)

and therefore, applying Jensen's inequality [5, p. 186, equation (5')] on the left
hand members, we obtain

(1) .IYI'E )(fd|*)v _f))-ABE [* (f) ](
v(B) 'Bv(B)

We now go to the proof of
THEOREM. For almost all (v) T G r we have

(2) P [E (f r) ] < E [4 (f) T]

Suppose the assertion of the theorem were false. Then we should have a T-set A,
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with v(A) > 0, and numbers a, b with a > b, such that

{, [EE(f Ir)] >a,
E rt(f)I] < b rEA.

We apply the lemma and the remark following the lemma, and so obtain a T-set
B C A with v(B) > 0 such that

(3) +(y) _ a, y E closure of convex hull of [E (f )IB,

and

(4) E [h |)T] < b, E B.

If we notice now that the point

AE (f | )v (B)
of ek belongs to the closure of the convex hull of [Ejf )]B,1 then using (1), (3)
and (4) we get the following string of inequalities:

a <_ 4, (fE ( f I * ) V-(B ) E ( f) Il ]
dp<b)B v (B) /) vP(B)

Thus, the fact that a > b is contradicted, and the theorem is established.
If one takes expectations of the two members of (2), one obtains the result of

Hodges and Lehmann.
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1 To assume this not true is to be able to exhibit a convex function which takes on a larger value
at the given point than at any point of the closure of the convex hull of [E(f - )]B-thus contra-
dicting Jensen's inequality. Such a convex function is, for example, distance from the closed
convex hull of [E(f .)]B-


